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DR. K.C.G. VERGHESE MEMORIAL ACADEMIC BLOCK

FOUNDATION STONE LAYING CEREMONY

The foundation stone laying ceremony of Dr. K C G Verghese Memorial Academic Block was held on 19th

October 2023. Rev. Shaiju P John, Vicar of St. Thomas Mathoma Church and Rev. Justin Jose, Student Chaplin,

HITS offered their blessings through prayers.  The ceremony was graced by the presence of distinguished guests,

including Dr. Anand Jacob Verghese, Chairman, HGI, Mr. Ashok Verghese, Vice President, HGI, Mr. K C Johny,

Principal Commissioner, Central GST, Mysuru, Prof. S N Hegde, Former Vice Chancellor, UoM, Prof.

Sangameshwara, Former Vice Chancellor, JSS University, Mysuru, Prof. Manunatha, Professor, BIMS, UoM,

Mysuru and special invitees.

Dr. Anand Jacob Verghese, Chairman, HGI and Mr. Ashok Verghese, Vice President, HGI layed the foundation

stone with prayers and blessings, symbolizing the beginning of a new chapter in the institution’s growth and

development.  The ceremony was a moment of pride and celebration for the institution and its community.  It

symbolized a commitment to academic excellence, growth, and the continued pursuit of knowledge
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SWATCH BHARATH ABHIYAN & SAPLING PLANTATION DRIVE

On 1st October 2023, the NSS unit of

Hindustan College, in collaboration with Mysore

City Corporation and Y’s men’s Club of Mysore

Chamundi & Youth organized a Swachh Bharat

Abhiyan and a Sapling Plantation drive. The day

began with the plantation of saplings to

contribute to environmental sustainability.

Following the green initiative, the program

transitioned into a thorough cleaning drive aimed

at enhancing the cleanliness and hygiene of JP

nagar area.
The program was coordinated by the NSS officer Mr. Raghunandan G H along with the collaborative efforts of

the staff and students.  The success of this initiative not only exemplified the spirit of community service but also

strengthened the bond between Hindustan College and the local community.

DASARA CELEBRATION

On October 19, 2023, the Dasara festival was joyously celebrated at

HC with Dr. Anand Jacob Verghese, Chairman, HGI, served as the esteemed

chief guest of the event.  Mr. Ashok Verghese, the Vice President, HGI

graced the occasion with his presence along with the other guests, Prof. S N

Hegde, Former Vice Chancellor, UoM and Prof. Sangameshwara, Former

Vice Chancellor, JSS University, Mysuru.

Mr. Ashok Verghese, in his address, congratulated the students for their

performance in academics and encouraged them to continue their dedication
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and hard work in the days ahead.  The highlight of the occasion was the vibrant cultural programs, all wonderfully

presented by the talented students.  Their performances included captivating dance routines, lively group dances,

and melodious group songs, all showcasing the spirit and essence of the dasara festival.

The winners and runners of the cricket tournament organized by the Hindustan Alumni Association were honored

with the cash prizes and medals by the dignitaries on the stage.  Additionally, students who had participated in the

Dasara Yuva Sambrama were also acknowledged and appreciated for their contributions.

The celebration concluded on a high note, leaving everyone in high spirits and creating lasting memories of joy

and togetherness. Photos captured during the event served as a reminder of the vibrant cultural heritage and the spirit

of unity at Hindustan College.

GOVERNING COUNCIL MEETING 2023

Governing Council Meeting of Hindustan Colllege was held on 19th October 2023. Dr. Anand Jacob Verghese,

Chairman and Managing Trustee presided over the meeting, guiding the discussions and deliberations throughout the

session. Mr. Ashok Verghese, Vice President, HGI, Prof.  S J Manjunath, University of Mysore Representative, Dr.

S N Hegde, Former VC – UoM, Prof Sangameshwara, Former VC – JSS University, Mysuru,  Dr. Manoharan,

Directors – Projects, HITS were among the distinguished members present, along with the other members of

Governing Council.

 A presentation on the college activities and academic initiatives was delivered by the Principal, providing the GC

members with insights into the current state of affairs.  The academic development of Hindustan College was discussed,

ensuring a comprehensive evaluation.  The meeting concluded with a thanking note, expressing gratitude for the

valuable insights and contributions from the GC members.
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INVESTITURE CEREMONY – 2023

The Investiture Ceremony for the academic year

2023-24 was held on 3rd October 2023 at HC. Dr. C

J Priya, Principal, introduced the office bearers of the

students’ council and encouraged them to upload the

impartiality, discipline and morality in their leadership

roles. The Chief Guest, Mr. Bachettira G Madappa,

President, Murnad Education Society, Coorg & Rtd.

Joint Controller, Karnataka State Audit & Accounts

Service, Mysuru emphasized the importance of honest

leadership in his address to the audience. The elected

students’ council members were conferred with badges

by the Chief Guest, Bachettira G Madappa and Special

Officer, Mr. Abel Mathew Prasad.

The student council members took pledge to hold

the college motto in high esteem. . The ceremony was

followed by the felicitation to the chief guest by Mr.

Abel Mathew Prasad, Special Officer.  Furthermore,

the elected Office bearers of students Council delivered an acceptance speech. The entire program was effectively

coordinated by Asst. Professor Praveen M V, Dept. of Commerce & Management, HC. Asst. Professor Raghunandan

G H, Department of Commerce and Management, HC concluded the event with a thanking note.

A SPECIAL LECTURE ON DATA ANALYTICS USING R PROGRAMMING

The Department of Computer Science, HC organized a

special lecture program titled    “Data Analytics using R

Programming” on 11th October 2023. Mr. Sunil Kumar N,

Software Architect, Alstom India Pvt. Ltd, was invited as

the resource person for the program. During the session,

Mr. Sunil Kumar N imparted valuable insights into the real-

world applications of data analytics and emphasized the
importance of data visualization in the field. The session witnessed active participation from students, who engaged

in interactive discussions with the resource person, gaining in-depth knowledge about the topic. The event concluded

with a comprehensive question-and-answer session, providing students with the opportunity to seek clarification on

the doubts they had. The program was coordinated by Ms. Sahana K N, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Computer

Science, HC.
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ONE DAY WORKSHOP  FLUTTER MASTERY: BUILDING CROSS-PLAT FORM APPS

The Department of Computer Science, HC had organized a One-day

workshop on “Flutter Mastery: Building Cross-Platform Apps” with

the aim of providing participants with a comprehensive understanding of

Flutter a versatile UI tool kit developed by Google for building cross-

platform applications.  The resource person for this workshop was Mr.

Hemanth Kumar B, Senior Software Engineer, Geeky Ants India Pvt. Ltd,

Bangalore. The workshop commenced with an introduction to Flutter,

covering its key features and advantages for cross-platform development.

Each session combined theoretical knowledge with hands-on exercises,

ensuring a practical understanding of the concepts presented. The resource

person also highlighted the importance of skills in the current industry. By

ONE WEEK WORKSHOP ON AVIATION

On 09/10/2023, during the first session, Ms. Sneha Pillai, Faculty, BBA AM led the session on “Introduction to

Aviation Management” and “Duties and responsibilities of cabin crew”.  In the afternoon session, Ms. Fathima

Daisy, IATA Coordinator, Orient Flights Aviation Academy conducted a session on “Grooming skills and techniques”.

On 10/10/2023, Mr. Saravana Kumar, Centre Head, Orient Flights Aviation Academy handled the session on

“Airline & Airport Operations, Airline Security, Basics of Load, Trim and Air Cargo handling”. Ms. Daisy conducted

a session on “Importance of IATA certification on customer handling and career opportunities”

On 11/10/2023, Mr. Saravana Kumar led a session focusing on “Pre & Post Flight duties, Airline abbreviations,

Check in and boarding procedures and airport announcements.  Capt. Manikandan conducted an online session

covering the “History and Scope of Airports in India”.  Additionally, Ms. Daisy also conducted another session on

“Situation handling and importance of cross cultural awareness”.

On 12/10/2023, Ms. Daisy conducted a session emphasizing “Interview Preparatory Skills and Personality

Development” and a session on “Grooming skills”.

The one week workshop conducted, included the aviation related topics and the students were offered valuable

insights into various aspects of aviation management and career development.

the end of the workshop the participants acquired valuable insights into the process of developing applications using

Flutter. The workshop concluded with a closing ceremony where certificates of participation were distributed to all

the participants. Ms. Savitha KV, Assistant Professor & Head was the Program Coordinator.

The Department of Aviation Management, HC conducted a week

workshop for the students of  BBA  AM from 9th October 2023 to 12th

October 2023.  The details of the sessions are as follows.,
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SPECIAL LECTURE PROGRAM ON FINANCIAL MARKET SYSTEMS

The Department of Commerce and Management organized a special lecture program on “Financial Marketing

System” on 15/11/2023. Mr. Umesh C, Professor, Department of Management, Kristu Jayanti College, Bangalore,

served as the resource person.  He highlighted the significance of financial markets in facilitating transactions and

investments, explaining the flow of funds between borrowers and lenders to raise capital.  Asst. Professor Praveen

M V, from the Dept. of Commerce and Management, efficiently coordinated the program.

SPECIAL LECTURE PROGRAM ON GOODS AND SERVICE TAX

On November 8, 2023, the Department of Commerce and Management, HC organized a special lecture

program focusing on Goods and Service Tax (GST).  Mr. B V Mahesha, Chartered Accountant, Mysuru,

served as the resource person for the event.  During the session, Mr. Mahesha highlighted the significance of

GST, objectives and the imperative need for its implementation.  He urged the students to remain aware of the

latest developments in GST.  Emphasizing the vital role of awareness about taxation laws in their future careers,

Mr. Mahesha ensured that the students received comprehensive insights into the subject.  Asst. Professor Ms.

Shruthi, Dept. of Commerce & Management coordinated the program, ensuring its smooth coordination.

WORKSHOP ON LEADERSHIP TRAINING

On November 20th, 2023, the Rotaract Club of Hindustan College organized a One Day Leadership Workshop.

The distinguished speaker, Group Captain (Retd) Dr. Vinay Vittal from the Inan Air Force, delivered valuable

insights on the “Journey towards achieving career goals”.  His session served as an inspiration for students, encouraging

them to explore their leadership potential and make positive impacts in the libves of those around them.
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SPECIAL LECTURE PROGRAM ON CAREER GUIDANCE

On 7th November 2023, the Training and

Placement Cell of Hindustan College organized a

Career Guidance Program for the final year

students of BCA department. Mr. Raghuanandan,

the program advisor from NIIT Limited, Mysuru,

shared the valuable insights on career paths, job

profiles, software engineering trends and

advancements, Interview preparation and skills

enhancement. The session saw active student

participation, with students posing queris and seeking clarification on various aspects of career development.

INSTALLATION CEREMONY OF ROTARACT CLUB OF HINDUSTAN

The Installation ceremony of the Rotaract Club of Hindustan,

sponsored by Rotary Club, Mysuru was held on November 8,

2023.   Rtn. Arun Belavadi, President of the Rotary Club graced

the occasion as the Chief Guest and Installation Officer.  Rtn.

Sameer Kashyap, Youth Service Director of the Rotary Club

added to the event as the Guest of Honor.  The Chief Guest, in his

address, explained the service projects, the members are expected

to undertake for the community.  The leadership badges were

presented to the office bearers of the club, marking a significant

moment in their new roles.  The following are the details of the

office bearers of the Rotaract Club of Hindustan for 2023-24.

Rtr. Varchas, 3rd year B.Com - President

Rtr. Anusha N, 3rd year B.Com - Vice President

Rtr. Mohammed Maaz, 3rd year BCA -  Secretary

Rtr. Abhishekara, 2nd year BBA Aviation Management - Treasurer

Rtr. Ganesh, 3rd year BCA - Director, Leadership Quality Development

Rtr. Deepak, 3rd year B.Com - Director, Sports and Cultural Club

Rtr. Rohini, 1st year BBA Aviation Management - Director, Red Cross Club

Rtr. Nesar, 3rd year B.Com -  Director, Health & Community Service

With pride and commitment, each office bearer took an oath, pledging to uphold and exhibit exemplary leadership

qualities throughout their tenure.  Rtr. Varchas, in his role as the President of the Rotaract Club of Hindustan,

delivered an acceptance speech expressing a commitment to promptly engage in the activities and initiatives of the

Club. Mr. Mohan Kumar, Physical Education Director along with the other members of the Rotaract Club, coordinated

the installation ceremony, ensuring a smooth and successful event.
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PARTICIPATION IN ANTARDHWANI LEADERSHIP CONCLAVE

Students of Hindustan College had participated in

the Antardhwani Leadership Conclave program on

November 25th, 2023 at Karnataka State Open

University (KSOU), Mysuru. The students namely,

Muskan, Mohammed Shoiab, Sinchana were selected

as the members, will gain in manifold ways which will

help them to become true future leaders.   Dr. B S

Ajaykumar, Founder, Antardhwani, Mr. Falkia Khan,

Brand Ambassador, Swachh Suvekshan 2023, Mysuru

and Lingaraju S< Cybercrime Trainer, CID, Mysuru gave insights to the students about the leadership program.

PARTICIPATION IN DASARA YUVA SAMBRAMA
On 10th October 2023, students

from Hindustan College enthusiasti-

cally took part in Yuva Sambhrama,

a popular event that captivates the

youth during the Dasara festival.  A

group of 50 students from our col-

lege showcased a spectacular dance

performance cantered around the

theme of National Integrity. The pro-

gram was held at Open Air Theatre,

Manasagangothri, UoM. The students were awarded with a memento and participation certificates. The program

was executed by Mr. Manjunath, Choreographer from VPN Dance Academy, Mysuru along with the Cultural

Coordinators Ms. Shruthi and Ms. Sahana.

INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO RBI
A visit to RBI, Bangalore was organized by the Dept. of Commerce

& Management, HC.  The visit was led by the Asst. Professors, Mr.

Raghunandan and Ms. Bhagyalakshmi.

The day visit was scheduled in the following manner.

It was divided into three sessions, in the first session, the students

were briefed about the history and functions of RBI, printing notes and

Clean Note Policy.  The second session proided details on the current

trends in the economy and its impact on the banking industry.  In the

final session, the students were guided to the financial inclusion

department where different types of self service technologies were explained. The students were guided and

accompanied by experts and helped them for better exposure and understanding of the central banking concepts.

With a view to educate about the process of collection and conservation of

manuscripts,  the students of 2nd year of all courses were taken for a visit to

the ORI.  It is an organization engaged in the process of collection and

conservation of Sanskrit manuscripts. The students were able to get exhaustive

information about the objectives behind the establishment of the institute,

various types of manuscripts found at ORI, the different scripts used in these

manuscripts, th  e number of manuscripts in the library, the methods of

conservation of these manuscripts, the process of fumigation treatment

FIELD VISIT TO ORI
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employed to conserve the manuscripts and other methods involved in the process of conservation of the manuscripts.

The students were also able to get a glimpse of the manuscripts and to observe the manuscripts very closely. They

went through the Fumigation Chamber meant for the process of fumigation, an important process involved in the

conservation of manuscripts. They were also able to view the process of recording of the manuscripts that was

taking place at the time of their visit.  Asst. Professor Dr. ChandraMohan rendered his assistance in organizing the

field visit effectively.

KANNADA RAJYOTSAVA CELEBRATION 2023

The Kannada Rajyotsava

celebration, held on

November 7 th, 2023 at

Hindustan College, was

graced by Dr.  K L N Murthy,

Registrar, Karnataka State

Open University (KSOU),

Anthem. Emphasizing linguistic versalitility, Dr. K L N Murthy stressed the importance of being proficient in various

languages while actively contributing to the promotion of Karnataka as the mother tongue and official language.  The

Chief Guest along with the Principal presented prizes to the winners of the literary competition.  Dr. Chandra

Mohan, Assistant Professor in the Dept. of Languages, HC, successfully coordinated the entire program.

FRESHER’S DAY – 2023
Fresher’s Day was organized by the

students’ council members, HC on 7th

October 2023.  The event not only aimed to

welcome and integrate first year students but

also provided a platform for them to

showcase their talents and abilities.  The event

featured a vibrant array of activities, including

ramp walk, fusion dance, western dance, and

singing performances, creating a colorful and

memorable occasion for the new students.
It was a day filled with laughter, fun, and the promise of a vibrant academic experience. Principal Dr. C J. Priya,

Student Welfare Officer Mr. Praveen M V, Assistant Professor, Department of Commerce and Management, staff and

students of Hindustan College were present during the programme.

INTRA COLLEGIATE CODING COMPEITION

On November 20, 2023, the Department of Computer

Science, HC conducted a Coding Competition, an Intra

Collegiate Compeition aimed at showcasing the logical thinking

and programming language knowledge of the students.  The

event witnessed spirited participation with ten teams, each

comprising talented individuals. Ms. Keerthana D R & Kruthi

K from 2nd year BCA ‘B’ section were awarded first prize.

The second prize was secured by Ms. Bhavani H S & Pooja

from 1st year BCA ‘A’ section.  Under the coordination of

Asst. Professor Harshitha, Dept. of Computer Science, the

competition unfolded seamlessly.

Mysuru, as the Chief Guest.  The event commenced with the Chief

Guest hoisting the Karanataka flag amid the rendition of the State
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DIWALI CELEBRATION
On November 15th, 2023, the Women’s Empowerment

Cell of Hindustan College organized games for the females

students and staff, marking the celebration of Diwali.  The

event included tug of war, deepa relay, saree draping, hand

& foot hopscotch, and there was enthusiastic participation

form girls across all classes.  The Principal Dr. C J Priya

presented prizes to the winners and runners, while Ms.

Shruthi, Asst. Professor and Mr. Mohan Kumar, Physical

Education Director, played key roles in the successful co-

ordination of the program.

ALUMINI CRICKET CHAMPIONSHIP 2023

The Hindustan Alumni Association organized a Cricket Tournament on 13th October 2023.  The event witnessed

with 9 teams, comprising the alumus teams and HC students teams.  Team strikers (B.Com 2017 batch) emerged

as the champions of the tournament and Team Ultimate (3rd year B.Com, HC) secured the runner up position.  The

prize distribution took place during the dasara celebration program, graced by Dr. Anand Jacob Verghese, Chairman,

HGI. The trophy, medals and the cash prizes were distributed to the winners and runners. Mr. Pavan Dore, Alumni

(2017 batch) was awarded as the best batsman and Mr. Dhanush Mahesh, 3rd year B.Com, HC was awarded for

his best bowling performance.  The rolling trophy was sponsored by Mr. Venu Gopal (2020 batch).  The event

brought together alumni, thus celebrated the spirt of the game and sportsmanship.

INTRA COLLEGIATE FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT FOR MEN

On Novemebr 11, 2023, an Intra Collegiate Football Tournament for men was conducted, featuring eight teams

in a knockout format.  Team Titans emerged as the winners, while Team Aviations secured the runners-up position.

Mr. Abhishek from the 2nd year BBA Aviation Management was awarded as the best player of the event.  The

winners and the runners were honored with trophy and medals.  Mr. Mohan Kumar, Physical Education Director,

seamlessly coordinated the event along with the sports coordinators, Abhishekara, Srivastsa, Dhanush Mahesh and

Abhishek Muttanna.

CONSTITUTION DAY
On November 26, 2023, the NSS unit of Hindustan College

commemorated Constitution Day.  All students, accompanied by the Principal

and NSS officer Raghunanadan G H, participated in the program.  The solemn

occasion involved students pledging to uphold the preamble of the Constitution

of India.
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AWARENESS ABOUT UPSC, KPSC  AND CIVIL SERVICES EXAMINATIONS

On 09/11/2023, Ms. Vibhavasu, Advisor, Vidvath Academy, Mysuru

conducted an informative orientation program, providing a comprehensive

overview of civil service and competitive exams, including details on UPSC,

KPSC, and civil service examination.  She provided valuable guidance on

exam preparation and application process.  Addressing students’ questions,

she effectively clarified doubts regarding exam preparation and procedures.

AWARDS AND ACHEIVEMENTS

n Dr. C J Priya, Principal, HC has been selected as the member of Academic Council of University of Mysore

w.e.f. 30th October 2023 for a period of 2 years.

n Asst. Professor Yashaswini was awarded Gold Medal for securing highest marks in New Literature

(Commonwealth literature) paper during the 103rd Convocation  Ceremony held at University of Mysuru on

18/10/2023.

n Mr. Mohan Kumar, Physical Education Director was awarded by MCICT Committee, UoM for organizing

the 4 sports events for men during the year 2022-23.

n The students of Rotaract Club of Hindustan had participated in the Cultural Competition organized by the

Rotary Club, Mysuru on 25th November 2023.

n Asst. Professor Savitha S, Department of Languages – Hindi published the following articles · A n

article titled “Anukaraniya Lal Bahaddur Shashtri” was published in Jana Miditha periodical on 02.10.2023.·

An article titled “Pashchatapada Hore” was published in Jana Miditha periodical on 06.10.2023. Ms. Savitha

S was awarded for the participation in ‘State Level Dasara Poem Concert 2023’ organized jointly by Hoysala

Kannada Association and Savigannad Press Association on 20.10.2023.

n Dr. Shivakumar R, Asst. Professor, Dept. of  Languages published an article on “Athmavalokannake

Sahranara Aahwana”. ISSN No. 2584-0088 in Shanthi Kirana periodical.

n Ms. Savitha K V, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Computer Science has been selected as a BoE member of Computer

Science University of Mysore, Mysore, Dec – 2023 / Jan - 2024

n Ms. Savitha S, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Languages was awarded second prize in ‘Kannada Gaade’

Programme, organized by Janamiditha Paper Association.Published an article titled “Manasa Madhura” in

Jana Miditha daily on 21.11.2023.

On 01/10/2023, the District Health and Family Welfare Department,

Mysuru and District AIDS Prevention and Control Unit, Mysuru in

collaboration with Lions Jeevadara, recognized and honored the Principal,

Dr. C J Priya and the NSS Coordinator Ms. Sukshma R D for the institutions’

outstanding community service contributions to the society.

Ms. Savitha K V, Asst. Professor, Dept. of Computer Science was invited as a Resource

Person for a Special Lecture on “Dev Ops Mastery, Transforming IT Operations for Modern

Excellence” organized by the Department of Computer Science, Christ College, Mysuru on 16th

November 2023.

The students of HC namely Yassen Sharif, Mohammed Shoaib & Sheikh Rasheeque

Alam participated in the Y’s Men International Regional Youth Camp held in Chennai on

7th and 8th October 2023.  The students showcased their cultural performances and talents,

displaying their impressive skills during the event.  Yaseen Shariff, 2nd year BBA AM has

been chosen to represent the Area Youth Camp which will be held at Kerala.


